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THE rulers have heard the voice of our distress,and our prayers and other speeches, which
were not always eligible to that class, are to be
answered. The common council of Terre Haute
has ordered sidewalks of brick, stone or cement
to be built upon both sides of Locust street from
Sixth to Thirteenth within the next sixty days.
We will not presume to say that the completed
line of improvements will be found by that time,
but relief is within sight, and by the opening of
the fall term we may hope to see stretched out to
our enraptured gaze, blocks of citified-looking
walks. Then will we recall with wonder the old
time familiar spectacle of mud and mire, and
the weary and bedraggled processions which in
those days wended their ways to the Institute
with slow and labored footsteps, will appear as
spectres in a weird, uncanny dream. The day is
corning when we may take our visiting friends
out to the Institute without apologizing for the
miserable approaches to it, and without feeling a
vague uncertainty as to our ability to pilot thE m
safely back to the haven where they would be.
Things are to be changed, but how was this
change brought about? When the agitation for
this improvement was begun in earnest, the Board
of Managers and the Faculty entered right into
the spirit of the plan and lent valuable and in-
dispen sible assistance, yet to Howard M. Stanton,
'94, must the greatest commendation be accorded.
It remained for him to undertake the organiza-
tion of the movement which has resulted so suc-
cessfully. Alone and unaided save by the well
wishes of his fellow students, with no other idea
than the general good of all he unassumingly
took upon himself this work and as unassumingly
carried it on, devoting hours of time to drum-
ming up interest among the pioperty owners,
circulating petitions and soliciting the aid of
those in authority in the city government. The
work was no light one and was attended by such
peculiar difficulties as only those who have had
some experience in such tasks can appreciate, and
the fact that it was successfully accomplished
speaks a very great deal for Mr. Stanton's energy
and ability.
*
rr HE long looked for Institute button, has fi-
nally arrived and while the design, which does
not differ from the style so generally favored in
college emblems of this kind, a square with the
colors in equal division, rose on upper side of di-
agonal line, white below, meets with general
approval, the mechanical execution is a disap-
pointment to all. Properly made the combina-
tion of rose and white with the gold border of the
badge would be neat and attractive, but in the
attempt to reproduce our rose tint in the enamel
the manufacturers have signally failed. The
enamel besides being irregular in coloring is more
or less transparent so that at the edges where it is
thinner the gold background shows through giv-
ing a brownish effect. The Junior class has taken
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action in the matter and protested against the of-
ficial sanction by the Institute of these pins, and
the college committee have posted a notice advis-
ing those who have not already purchased pins to
await further action by the school. A large num-
ber of the students provided themselves with the
buttons and pins before the objections to them
were so prominently urged and this fact should be
borne in mind in future arrangements. It would
appear that the makers should be willing and anx-
ious to make the button right by putting on a
good enamel, such surely can be made, in which
case all buttons already out should be called in
to be perfected at no additional cost. If the mak-
ers will not do this, then, since they have not
lived up to the contract we are not bound to it,
and we should go to some place where good work-
manship can be secured; we believe that satisfac-
tory arrangements could be made for placing, at a
slight cost, new enamel on the pins now possessed
by the students, most of whom would prefer pay-
ing a little more, for such a purpose than to retain
the poor articles now on hand. It is unfortunate
that such complications have arisen and we trust
that the present makers will do the proper thing
in the matter; at any rate the existing prize pack-
age affair must never be permitted +o stand as R.
P. I's. college emblem.
*
WITH the new grand stand and the base ballseries upon the R. P. I. campus this sea-
son, Rose men should more than ever actively
interest themselves in getting out a large attend-
ance at the games. The expenditure of so large
an amount of money as the new stand will ne-
cessitate, has been looked upon by some as a
doubtful investment, but THE TECHNIC believes
that the athletic directors are doing the proper
thing in this matter. Simply as a financial ven-
ture it is likely to result advantageously. The
city has at present no base ball accommodations
and no city team, so with proper advertising we
may look for a large number who under the con-
ditions of previous seasons have not attended
the inter-collegiate games. This grand stand will
not have outlived its usefulness with the close of
the season but will remain for many a year to
offer its inviting shelter to our visitors at other
events, a retreat more in keeping with the Insti-
tute than the present bleachers. As we receive
the visiting teams upon our own grounds this
year Rose assumes more than before the duties of
a host, and it should be seen to that our hospital-
ity is such that no one need be ashamed of it.
When two or three men of other colleges drop in
upon us for a visit does not each man among us
at once exert himself that the visitors may hare
an enjoyable time and receive the best impres-
sions of the Institute? Why should it be other-
wise when larger delegations come? College con-
tests are not the battle fields of warring parties,
though at times some may have conveyed such
an impression. Rose is well and favorably known
on account of the fairness and good treatment
accorded visitors. The reputation must be sus-
tained. College pride, enthusiasm and the hearty
encouragement of our team in the field are one
thing; the petty bickerings of a ward school, the
guying and personalities of a hoodlum crowd,
are. another. See that the line of demarkation is
clearly drawn.
TRADITION, did you ever think of it, exertseven in our day a powerful influence upon
the thoughts and actions of men. The son vows
with one political party in a blind allegiance, be-
cause his father did so before him. One person
inclines to this belief, another to that, not because
his own reasoning powers have brought this con..
viction, but it has been customary so to think,
and he accepts.the perhaps somewhat poetic sto-
ries of the past as facts of the present. Something
of this kind must sit heavily upon the minds of
numerous small boys in the neighborhood of the
Institute. We have never been privileged to sit
in the snug chimney corner of the ancestral cot-
tages of these promising scions of the race, but
are left to imagine that as the wintry blasts have
wailed and howled around the stave piles, that
from sire to son have gone out tales of the pil-
grims of earlier years who sought at the high tow-
ered shrine beyond, insight into the occult mys-
teries of the sciences, who came not in the humble
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garb of the peasants but in all the pride and glory
of rank, and of dazzling costumes like to which Sol-
omon never possessed any in his kingly clothes-
press. How changed is all now; but thanks to
those who have preceded there is associated with
us some of the romance of their proud careers,
and as we tread the- same paths in all the lowli-
ness of a year-before-last suit of clothes, a flannel
shirt, a moss-covered bat jagged and indented
with the assaults of time and the stones which
occasionally fall meteor-like across the king's
highway in this vicinity, comes the sweet music
to our ears, the words so pleasing, so gratifying,
"See the Poly dude!" Student-kind, even Polys,
have no deep-seated objection to appearing well,
and praise though undeserved, (the words of ap-
probation come with too much conviction to even
hint at sarcasm) is a pleasure to the recipient.
We should doff our hats in recognition of the
words which so inspire us, which place us above
the common plane. Verily the traditions of the
past cast sunshine upon the present.
THE catalogue for the year '93—'94 wil
l be out
within the next few weeks, and its appear-
ance will, as usual, be anxiously awaited by the
Freshmen who are for the first time to see their
names officially scattered broadcast as students in
the Rose Polytechnic Institute. With the older
class men its coming out will be chiefly interest-
ing in so far as it is a herald of changes in the
work and bears the calendar of the coming year,
though, perhaps, more than one furtive look will
go to the register. We are informed that no rad-
ical alterations in last year's catalogue have been
made. Regarding the selection of courses by the
students the greatest apparent change will be
from the mechanical course to the electrical, a
distinction made this year in pursuance to an-
nouncement in last year's catalogue. The me-
chanical-electrical course of the past being almost
the same as the electrical of the present, which
now only differs from the mechanical, in a certain
amount of shop time being devoted to electricity.
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The most important real change, and one worthy
of note, is the sudden advance into favor of the
chemical department. A year ago, in the register,
the letters "Ch." only followed three names; this
year there are fourteen or fifteen in the chemical
course. The choice of work in the various courses
is most evenly divided in the class of '94, which
has the same number of civils and chemists, and
these combined number only three less than the
electricals, a thing which has never been even ap-
proximated to in previous classes, where the me-
chanical engineers carried nearly all before them.
THE directors of the Athletic Association arelosing no time in getting to work on the pre-
liminary business connected with the State Field
Day. As the time of the meeting approaches,
the work will increase till the directors, and es-
pecially the managing committee, will find their
hands about full. Our sister colleges in the state
association may feel assured that every step which
experience and care can suggest, will be taken for
their proper reception here on May 29th, and for
the most successful meet in the association's his-
tory, weather permitting.
THE number of exemption examinations heldjust previously to the spring vacation has
been regarded by some of the students as a move
in the direction of final examinations at the end
of each term, instead of the semi-annuals now
held. THE TECHNIC does not know of any such
plan being under consideration, but vouchsafes
the opinion that it would not be a disagreeable
change to the majority of the students, and might,
perhaps, act as a spur to keep one from letting
down in his work, as is sometimes done during
the middle term.
THE base ball season did not open as auspi-ciously as enthusiasts could desire, with the
first game postponed on account of a snow storm
what is there that cannot be anticipated?
PEN AND INK DRAWING.
BY PROF. W. H. KIRCHNER.
The various branches of drawing receive their
names from the materials used, or the methods of
working. Hamerton, in defining drawing, says:
"If we say that drawing is a motion which leaves sig-
nificant marks, we are as precise as the numerous
varieties of the art will permit us to be."
A pen drawing is a drawing in which the pen
point is the principal instrument used, and is gen-
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tially a drawing in black and white, but work in
black and white is generally understood to mean a
certain kind of brush work.
From the method of working, drawing is some-
times divided into twoclasses—drawing by lines
and drawing by areas. Since painting is simply
drawing in color, it would be considered in general
as drawing by areas (or spots)
Drawings in line (or with the point) are usually
made with a pencil, pen, silver point or chalk. The
Old Masters did a great many of their drawings
with a silver point, and many of the artists of to-
day are again returning to it. The silver point
undoubtedly gives the purest line of all methods
and must be used with great accuracy. Most of
the drawing in pure line to-day, is made with a
pencil or pen.
A pen and ink drawing has a much more ex-
tended range of tone than work done with a pencil
(graphite) and in addition is free from the un-
pleasant shine in the darks. Ruskin advocates
the pen as an instrument for the beginner, but
most teachers prefer to begin with charcoal or lead.
(See Elementary Drawing, by Ruskin.)
The Old Masters usually employed the pen for
hastily sketching compositions of contemplated
pictures, hut rarely attempted anything more
with the pen point. The pen has always been used
by artists in connection with flat washers of color.
The most essential reason why the Old Masters
did not attempt any finished work with the pen
point was undoubtedly because there were no
available methods at that time for multiplying the
drawings. Hence we find that much of their work
comes to us as an etching, because that was the
most available means at hand.
Previous to the application of photography to
the processes of me hanical reproduction of draw-
ings, line drawings were represented as wood cuts,
or from, hand engraved copper or steel plates. In
some cases the original drawings were pasted upon
the block of wood and then destroyed by the cut-
ting. The best examples of early work of this kind
can be found among the wood cuts of the 16th
century. The wood cuts after Albert Durer, and
Holbein, illustrate what effect can be obtained by
the use of comparatively few lines, very deliber-
ately laid. In some cases the engraver transferred
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the drawing to the block, thus preserving the orig-
inal drawing and at the same time reversing it so
that the print appeared the same as the picture.
In every case the engraving and the drawing were
exactly the same size, and the style of drawing was
to some extent governed by the ability of the wood
engraver. The next advance was made by the aid
of photography, the drawing being photographed
and then printed on the block. Thus the engraver
had nothing to do with the delineation of the draw-
ing, but confined his attention to cutting it as
faithfully as possible. This method of making
cuts from drawings is still used to quite an extent.
In every case mentioned above the engraver
played an intermediate part. Hence the engraver
was expected to use the utmost care in following
the lines of the drawing, and it was a difficult task
to avoid destroying some of the fine touches of the
artist. Or we might say that the artist or draughts-
man was at the mercy of the engraver.
The immense strides made in the last few years
in the various processes by photo-mechanical re-
production have entirely removed the part played
by the engraver in the reproduction of drawings.
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At the same time the cost of illustrating has been
greatly reduced, hence illustrations are used much
more frequently than formerly.
The inventions of photo-engraving have by no
means limited the field of the engraver. Wood
engraving again stands on its merits, and is not
confined to the imitation of the other arts.
Most of the line drawings intended for repro-
duction by any of the various methods of photo-
engraving are made with pen and ink. It is not
unusual, however, to employ a finely pointed sable
brush instead of a pen; the result produced is so
similar that it would be considered by many to
be a pen and ink drawing.
In making drawings to be reproduced by the
photo processes it is customary to draw them con-
siderably larger than the size of the intended print.
The reduction by photography gives additional
finish to the execution, but not necessarily a finish
to the effect. Too much reduction will alter the
balance of tone and often destroy the effect. The
scale employed varies; tile average is about twice
the linear dimensions required, (four times the
area of the cut). A scale of four to three is em-
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ployed by many artists, and is found to add con-
siderably to the delicacy of the drawing without
endangering the general effect. The reduction di-
minishes the importance of the blacks and whites
of the drawing, and tends to make the drawing
gray throughout. It must not be forgotten that
the strength of the line in a print, unlike an etch-
ing, depends solely upon the width of the line in
the drawing. In an etching proper the strength
of the line depends upon the width of the line
(this is determined by the size of the needle) and
the depth of the line bitten in the plate.
Since the drawing is to be photographed the ink
used must be one that will photograph as darkly
as possible. Inks inclining to blue must be avoid-
ed, and inks producing shining surfaces are ob-
jectionable. Ink prepared expressly for pen and
ink drawing for photo-engraving can be obtained
from most dealers in artist's supplies. Many pre-
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parations of India ink are found to answer the
purpose admirably. The fluidity of the ink must
also be considered in addition to its actinic prop-
erties. For good results, obtain a highly finished,
smooth and white paper. Bristol board is found
to give the best results. Leave at least one half
of an inch margin around the drawing, so that it
can be tacked to the camera board. All pencil
marks and spots and blots must be removed to in-
sure a clean cut.
Whenever possible make a set of drawings to the
same scale; this reduces the labor in photograph-
ing. A reversing camera is employed, hence the
print will appear the same as the drawing, and
drawings should never be made in reverse.
It is advisable for a beginner to make a complete
outline drawing first and then transfer it to the
final sheet of cardboard or paper. Repeated cor-
rections destroy the surface of the drawing, and
the interference with the photographic result is
more than would naturally be expected—the lines
in the cut are apt to become broken, (or rotten, as
it is called). Do not cross a set of lines by a sec-
ond set until the first is perfectly dry, and in case
any alteration is to be made be sure that all of the
surface is dry before erasing.
Flake white is very often used to lighten up
dark parts of the drawing, or to add a few brilliant
white spots to a dark surface. Portions of the
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cut can be lightened by a few engraved lines. A
toothed wheel called a roulette is used on a great
many cuts, and very often gives a better result
than white lines added to the drawing. Generally
speaking the roulette is used for small areas of the
drawing and not for small white spaces and spots.
It is best to use pens of different sizes. Three
are generally employed—a course pen, a medium
pen and a very fine pen (or crowquill.) Steel pens
are found the most satisfactory. Always work
with the pen well charged with ink, to avoid draw-
ing out the ink and making gray or brown lines.
In using white, the pen should be partially filled,
as the white is very liable to blot. Be sure that
all the lines are perfectly dry before crossing by
white lines. Large black areas may be put in with
a sable brush.
Several books have been written giving the
details of methods by which cuts are made from
pen drawings. It is not at all necessary that the
pen-draughtsman should be familiar with every
step of the various processes, but he should be
familiar enough with the method employed to
enable him to understand how a drawing should
be made so that a clear cut or lithograph may be
obtained from it.
There are two distinct methods of drawing with
a pen—one by a few lines made slowly and delib-
erately, and the other by many lines drawn with
rapidity, where the direction of the lines is appa-
rently not considered. The wood cuts of Albert
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Durer and Holbein are excellent examples of the
first style, and the etchings of Rembrandt, Claude
and Paul Potter are examples of obtaining effect
by means of innumerable lines. To distinguish
further between the various methods of obtaining
effects would lead us to the consideration of the
style o'f the different groups or schools of pen
draughts men.
The work of any artist may be studied with
advantage. Excellent examples of modern work
can be found in the illustrated magazines, and
much of the early work has been reproduced by
photo-engraving, so that it has been brought with-
in the reach of every one.
It is well to understand that the only way to
learn to draw is by practice. Much might be writ-
ten about pen drawing which would apply equally
well to all drawing.
The first thing to master is accuracy. All line
drawing teaches you accuracy. The pencil is
perhaps the best instrument for a beginner in
line. In addition you must understand the prin-
ciples of light and shade, and the elements of
perspective, both linear and aerial (perspective of
line and of color). If any attempt is made to
draw the figure some knowledge of anatomy is
indispensable. A too intimate knowledge of anat-
omy is apt to retard free execution. The most im-
portant of all things is to cultivate the power of
observation. Knowledge of form and color must
always be regarded as secondary to observai ion.
By observation we mean what the eye actually
sees. Practice will strengthen both observation
and memory. The more retentive the memory
the more perfect the drawing. "Few have been
taught to any purpose," says Reynolds, "who have
not been their own teachers."
[The illustrations given with this article are
cuts selected from the various Sophomore sketch
books which have been issued from time to time
by the Department of Drawing. These books, four
in number, make up an interesting collection.
The sketches, as the prefaces say, are "photo-en-
gravings, reduced size, of some of the pen draw-
ings of the Sophomore class, and are designed to
show-one of the practical objects of the course in
Free-Hand Drawing, i. e., Drawing for Photo-En-
graving." The last sketch book contained work
by the classes of '91, '92, and '93, and if the plan
of a triennial publication is carried out, the next
book may be looked for some time in the latter
part of next year. The sketches as used with Prof.
Kirchner's article are not intended to represent
particular styles of work, or to pose as master pieces
of the pen draughtsman's art. The entire work
of the course in pen drawing does not exceed some
sixteen or seventeen lessons, and no writer would
wish to make use, as examples of various methods
in such a highly developed art as this, the results
of so short preparation. But, bearing in mind the
brief time devoted to this study, it is believed that
all will concede that the sketches possess a high
degree of excellence. To any who might not have
been familiar with the reproduction of pen work
in print, the illustration may be of interest, as
they may also be to those who have not seen the
sketch books of previous years.—EDIToR.]
ALUMNI DEPARTMENT.
A FEW WORDS.
We should like to call the attention of the
alumni, particularly the older members of that
body, to what we consider should be a duty to the
Alumni Department, and to the many advantages
to themselves and to us, obtained by articles in
this department. Owing to the kind of work the
average alumnus takes up after graduating, it
ought not to be very difficult for him to get up a
good article on a technical subject. The descrip-
tion of a machine or solution of some practical
problem is always interesting. If any alumnus
will look around himself for a few minutes, it
will be impossible for him not to find some inter-
esting subject. The reason why the older men
are addressed here, in particular, is, that in nearly
every case where they have been asked to dontrib-
ute, they have either been too busy, promised in-
definitely, or not answered the request at all.
And we are sorry to acknowledge that the last is
the usual result. This seems to us unnatural and
certainly not right. There are advantages to an
alumnus, wishing to get his ideas before the pub-
lic, in publishing them in the TECHNIC, since we
exchange with all the leading engineering maga-
zines. Not a few of such articles have been re-
copied into these papers. The Engineering Maga-
zine lists us in The Technical Index, a catalogue of
of leading articles published currently in the
technical journals of the United States and Great
Britain. To those who may not be familiar with
this undertaking of the Magazine, we may explain
that all technical articles of value published in
any of the journals listed, are noted in the Index
in such form that within a few minutes an active
man can learn of everything that has been pub-
lished during the month in relation to his special
line of investigation. It is no uncommon thing
for us to receive orders for numbers of THE TECH-
NIC containing some article listed in the Index.
It will be seen that in publishing the results of
one's work and observations in THE ROSE TECHNIC.
the circle of readers is not limited to the number
of regular subscribers to a college paper, but in
submitting papers of value the engineering read-
ers of the whole country may be communicated
with.
THE TECHNIC is one of the very few college
papers that has a distinct department for articles
by the alumni, and it is our sincere desire to
maintain it in vigorous strength, and we trust
that we never again shall be obliged to run two
succeeding issues, as in the present case, without
an alumni contribution.
NOTES.
Mr. Edward G. Waters, '88, was married to Miss
Gertrude P. Byers at 11:00 a. m. on April 12, 1893.
The ceremony was performed by the Rev. R. V.
Hunter at the Central Presbyterian Church in
Terre Haute. The bridal party consisted of Mr.
Clinton B. Kidder, '88, groomsman; Miss Laura
Paxton, maid-of-honor; Misses Margaret Waters,
and Lena Weinstein, bride's-maids; Messrs. Fred
Paige, Arnold Layman, '92, E. E. Gilbert, '89, and
A. J. Hammond, '89, ushers. After the ceremony
the bridal party drove to the home of the bride
and partook of a wedding breakfast, the bride and
groom leaving for the East on the noon train.
The .wedding trip will be through the East and
South. Mr. and Mrs. Waters will be at home
after May 10, at the corner of Webster avenue and
Orion street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Mr. J. T. Wilkin, '86, has completed the work
on his patent blower, and has now returned to
Connersville, Ind., to manufacture his invention.
The company will be known as the Connersville
Blower Company. Mr. W. J. Fogarty, '92, is now
with him at Connersville.
Mr. E. E. Gilbert, '89, with General Electric
Company, New York City, attended Mr. Waters'
wedding and also made Rose a brief visit. He was
accompanied by Mr. A. J. Hammond, '89, city en-
gineer of Frankfort.
Mr. W. R. McKeen, Jr., '89, is expecting to lo-
cate permanently with the Vandalia shops. He is
now at his home in the city.
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Mr. H. B. Jones, '91, recently visited Rose on
his way to St. Louis, to make a bid on some work
for the Premier Steel Company of Indianapolis,
which he represents. He has just recovered from
a serious attack of typhoid-pneumonia.
Mr. L. S. Rose, '92, has been helping do some
surveying for the C. C. C. &. St. L. R. R. in Cleve-
land, 0.
Mr. E. C. Thurston, '89, is draughting for the
Brown & Sharpe works in Providence, R. I.
Mr. Arnold Layman, '92, came over from St.
Louis to attend Mr. Waters' wedding.
Mr. Tinsley, '92, made a short stop on his way
to Alaska from Washington, D. C.
The Evansville Journal .News has the following
to say of Mr. W. H. Shrader of the Class of '86:
Professor William Shrader, son of Mr. and Mrs.
A. E. Shrader, of this city, has been promoted in
the University of Missouri at Columbia. The
board of curators have elected him unanimously
to fill the recently created chair of professor of
electrical engineering in that institute. He has
been assistant professor of physics heretofore. For
a young man only twenty-six years of age this is
almost an unparalleled distinction. He is the
youngest professor in that noted institution at the
head of a department. Professor Shrader is a na-
tive of this city. He received his primary educa-
tion in the school of Misses Hooker & Hough.
Afterward he graduated at Rose Polytechnic In-
stitute, Terre Haute, and then passed through a
full scientific course at the University of Stras-
burg, Germany, graduating as doctor of philosophy.
The Journal-News congratulates Dr. Shrader and
the family on this rapid promotion by merit.
ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT.
INTERCOLLEGIATE RESTRICTIONS.
President Eddy recently received a letter from
President John, of DePauw University, together
with a report of the athletic committee, relating
to the eligibility of candidates for intercollegiate
base ball and foot ball teams at DePauw.
This report, which was adopted by the Univer-
sity Senate, makes the following restrictions:
Students for the teams shall be taken from the
College of Liberal Arts, School of Law, School of
Theology, and the Senior class of the Preparatory
School. If it appears that any student has en-
tered the University solely for the purpose of tak-
ing part in intercollegiate athletics, he shall be
debarred from the same. Conditioned students,
or those who fail to perform their university work
in a satisfactory manner, will not be allowed on
the teams. Improper language or conduct, or
playing under an assumed name will disqualify
a student for team work. Finally, managers of
teams must submit to the President of the Uni-
versity and to the Senate athletic committee,
schedules of all intercollegiate events before
making definite engagements.
As all the above conditions are practically en-
forced at Rose, the need for any further action on
the part of the faculty or students concerning this
matter seems unnecessary.
BASE BALL.
This season is specially marked by a radical
change in base ball interest at the "Poly." A new
grand stand is being erected adjacent to the pres-
ent "bleachers." Turf will be taken from the
diamond, and enough trees have already been re-
moved to give ample room for the out field. It iS
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to be hoped that this preparation, together with a
well practiced team in the field, will do much to-
wards helping us win the pennant. Three designs
for a grand stand were submitted to the commit-
tee and the one accepted, which will cost $320, is
to be completed by April 22, Mr. Waldorf being
the contractor.
While a well built and commodious grand stand
will improve the appearance of the campus, as
well as impress our visiting friends with the fact
of our advancement as an athletic association, it
is a question whether we shall realize from the
outlay enough to repay us or whether we are
spending our money with lack of foresight.
Those who have any real interest in this matter
should understand how much easier it is to dis-
pose of our surplus in the treasury than to repro-
duce it, and if the business affairs of the Associa-
tion will not guarantee from the outlay a finan-
cial success, the money on hand should be held
until an increase appears, or it should be expend-
ed in such a manner as to bring in a certain re-
muneration.
R. P. ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION.
At a meeting of the Association, which was
held last month, Wood, P. G., was elected chair-
man of the Tennis committee. The office of treas-
urer of the Intercollegiate Association, which be-
longs to Rose for the ensuing year, was filled by
the election of McCulloch, '94. The committee on
grand stand consists of W. H. Albert, '93, Moth,
'93, and Barton, '95. The committee on guaran-
tee fund was also appointed at the above meeting,
as follows; Hood, '93, Hildreth, '94, Fuller, '95.
At the meeting held April 6th, a report from the
Tennis committee was received regarding the need
of new supplies. Necessary balls, racquets, etc.,
will be obtained and the courts put in order im-
mediately. The training and preparation of con-
testants for tennis on Field Day will be left to the
supervision of Professor Hathaway. Dale, '93,
McCulloch, '94, and Sanborn, '96, comprise the
Field Day committee; they will appoint the sub-
ordinate committees to assist with Field Day prep-
arations.
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State Field Day will be held on Monday, May
29th. This was the decision of the State Associa-
tion which met at Indianapolis, March 18th. Rose
was represented by Mr. Dale, who went with
instructions to secure that day subject to the ap-
proval of the other colleges.
The Earlham representative not being present
the question has been presented to them since the
meeting, and a favorable answer received. That
day has many advantages for us, followed, as it
will be, by a holiday and we hope it will be in
every respect as convenient for the other colleges
as for us. A pleasant day being necessary for
success, in case of unfavorable weather one of the
following Saturdays will be the date.
At last a conclusion has been reached regarding
the protested foot-ball game between De Pauw and
Butler; at the meeting of the State Association,
March 18th, it was decided not to recognize the
game as official and the contesting teams have been
ordered to meet at Greencastle, October 14th, for
a deciding game. The decision of the Association
appears satisfactory, the only point which might
be a cause for dispute, being the place. To an un-
prejudiced mind, neutral ground seems the place
on which to adjust such disputes.
The Association arranged the following sched-
ule for the games of next season :
II. U. at Purdue.
{Oct. 14. Butler at De Pauw (disputed game).
R. P. at Wabash.
( Wabash at I. U.
) R. P. with winner of disputed game at De-
) Pauw or Butler.
Loser of disputed game at Purdue.
f Purdue at R. P.
1, I. U. at Butler.
4. f De Pauw at I. U.
1 Wabash at Purdue.
11. tDe Pauw at Wabash.I. U. at R. P.
18.—Butler at Wabash.
25.—R. P. with loser of disputed game on loser's
ground.
Nov. 30.—Purdue with winner of disputed game at In-
dianapolis.
Rose Polytechnic has been included in the above
series and those who feel that we should take part
in the games must profit by our experience of last
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fling of the fall term. It is certainly a poor policy
to allow the season to pass before we discover that
we can play foot-ball.
SOMETHING TO REMEMBER.
Mr. Dale, President of the Athletic Association,
has been instructed to secure the services of an
energetic boy to work for the Association during
the present term. The Association desires to
have the students understand that the duties of
the person employed is to attend to marking ten-
nis courts, keep strict account of who uses supplies
and to get the same when requested; but he will
not be expected to look after the supplies when
the students have finished using them, and any-
one failing to return the property of the Associa-
tion will be held to strict account.
PROMPTLY with the opening of the present term,
the Faculty granted permission to have afternoon
recitations moved forward one half hour, thereby
securing for all who desire it an hour for practice
each day. The number who avail themselves of
this opportunity promises encouragement to our
athletic work; however a large number who would
undoubtedly be a credit to this movement, absent
themselves from the field. At first, base ball
claimed the largvst number of supporters and prob-
ably will retain them until the final selection for
the team is made, which will doubtless send a
number to the tennis courts. It is a question
whether or not the ball team will get the needed
practice as the large number of applicants;between
many of whom it will be difficult to make a dis-
tinction regarding merit, seems to delay the for-
mation of a team. The list of minor casualties is
unusually large, and considerable time seems to be
required, even by the good players, to renew the
season's acquaintance with the base ball. A ten-
nis tournament would be a sure advantage now
as sufficient practice has been engaged in to put a
number of the experienced players in condition.
It is to be hoped that the committee will look aft-
er this matter.
ATHLETICS AT PURDUE.
Very little interest has been shown in athletics
at Purdue since foot ball died out last fall, the
severe winter and the absolute need of a gymna-
sium has made things look rather blue, so far.
But lately the base ball men have donned their
pretty black suits and old-gold striped stockings,
and are now appearing on the athletic field with
renewed enthusiasm. Our prospects for a good
base ball team are indeed flattering, although our
team will be comparatively a new one. Mr. Ed.
M. Olin, the popular captain of last year, has been
unanimously re-elected and he feels confident of
the pennant.
Field day at Purdue this year has been set for
May 19th, this gives plenty of time for practice
and it is thought that many previous records will
be broken; several new athletes have entered the
Freshman class this year and much is expected
from them. The board of directors of the Ath-
letic Association have offered a gold medal to all
winners of events who beat the state record, and
a silver medal to all those except the winner who
beat the state record. This is something that the
board should be commended upon, as it gives an
athlete something to work for, and will make him
train harder than if nothing was offered.
The new athletic park will not be improved
this year, as was expected, owing to the financial
state of the association. The base ball field, how-
ever, will be scraped and rolled and put in proper
condition for the spring work only. A part of the
one-third mile track will be built for the dashes.
It will be about twenty-five feet wide and about
two hundred and fifty yards long.
Purdue will be represented this year at the
meeting of the W. I. C. A. A., at Champaign on
May 12th, and also at the I. I. A. A., at Terre
Haute on .May 29th. It is confidently expected
at the latter place to carry off the pennant, which
she almost took last year: if she does this, then
next year the State Field Day will be held in
Lafayette, at the Purdue athletic park. Several
pictures of Purdue's athletic teams have been
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taken to make up a part of the Purdue exhibit at
the fair.
Kerr, a new man who played in the Arkansas
State University team last year, will be found at
third with the ball in his hand when some Rose
man tries the toboggan slide. He is the finest all
around base ball player who has ever been at Pur-
due. E. C. Patterson, an Eastern professional,
has been engaged as coacher for the season. He
spent last week with the team and expressed him-
self as highly gratified with the work.
Purdue expects to have the best base ball team
in the field this year that has ever represented the
University. Winn Philips, who was the old offi-
cial league scorer at Indianapolis, will follow the
fortunes of the team this season and will watch
the interests of Purdue on Field Day at Terre
Haute. Cullom, of last year's Butler team, will
cover second base for Purdue this year.
Purdue expects to make a short base ball tour
at the end of the season, playing with Dennison,
Kenyon, Oberlin, Cincinnati, &c. May 30th they
play University of Illinois at Champaign.
Tennis is booming; yesterday President Smart
allotted ground to the various applicants, twelve
courts being marked off.
Judging from the home runs made recently
the boys will be hard to beat. There seems to be
a very decided opinion here that we ought to get
the pennant, and judging from the amount of
work being done we will have Field Day here
next year.
I am under obligations for the excellency of this




A recent issue of The Bema (DePauw) contained
an excellent article by Prof. Waldo relating to the
proposed athletic park for DePauw University.
To make necessary improvements about four
thousand dollars will be needed. He has given
the project an excellent start by suggesting briefly
what is needed, and the proper manner of going
forward with the work. To see Prof. Waldo's
name in connection with the enterprise is suffi-
cient assurance that this proposed addition to
DePauw's athletic equipment will be a reality.
Harvard will play cricket this season. There
are thirty applicants for positions, which insures
a successful club.
Leland Stanford, Jr., University and Univer-
sity of California will engage in field sports April
22, at the out-door grounds of the Olympic Ath-
letic club, in San Francisco.
Owing to many unfortunate circumstances for
which the University was not altogether to blame,
the Cornell Foot Ball Association closed the last
season with a debt of $1,100. The association
now has a surplus of $50.
Worcester Polytechnic has a large number of
applicants for the W. P. base ball team, together
with a prospect for a successful season. Perkins,
formerly of R. P. '93, will probably play first
base, the position which made him famous in
Indiana.
Yale and Harvard in their ball games this sea-
son have decided not to adopt the new rule
which affects the league games, viz., that of mov-
ing the pitcher's box five feet further from the
plate.
Man wants but little here below;
But we must all confess,
However little he may wish,
He's certain to get less.—Ex.
ROSE LEAVES.
A MODERN HIGHWAY BRIDGE.
Doubtless few readers of the TECHNIC have
failed to observe among the advertisements, no-
tices of the King Iron Bridge Co., which contain
cuts of a few of the representative structures de-
signed by them and erected under their supervis-
ion. The advancement made during the past
few years in the use of structural iron has resulted
in the increased capacity of nearly all the well-
known bridge companies of the country. In this
movement of progress, the King Iron Bridge Co.,
stands as a representative of the best engineering
practice.
To them belongs the credit of having built for
the Central Railway and Bridge Co., of Cincin-
nati, the Cantilever highway bridge across the
Ohio river between Cincinnati and Newport, Ky.
This bridge was built under specifications pre-
pared by Ferris, Kaufman & Co., engineers for
the above company and was completed during
the summer of '91.
The principal points in this article were ob-
tained from a report by the engineers, and it is
intended to present a few points of general inter-
est regarding the entire structure rather than to
give a detailed account of any particular portion
of it. The bridge extends from the corner of
Second street and Broadway, Cincinnati, to the
corner of York and Third streets, Newport, a dis-
tance of 2,966 feet. It is subdivided as follows,
starting from the Cincinnati side:
Granite paving and masonry ramp 285 feet.
Steel viaduct 151"
Truss span across Ludlow street 108"
Viaduct 81 "
Truss span 162"
Cincinnati Cantilever arm 252"
Cantilever span 520"
Newport Cantilever arm 252"
Two truss spans, each 254 feet 508"
Steel viaduct 319"
Granite paving and masonry ramp 328"
The main roadway of the bridge has a width of
24 feet with a sidewalk 7 feet in width on either
side. The abutments on both the Cincinnati and
Newport sides consist of two walls of masonry
each 2 feet thick, placed on a foundation of con-
crete or piling, as the nature of the ground re-
quired; the space between the walls being then
filled with earth, gravel or broken rock. For the
viaduct approach on the Cincinnati and Newport
sides respectively, twelve and sixteen pedestals
of masonry were built upon a foundation similar
to that built for the abutments. The formation
of the river bed in the locality of the bridge is of
limestone, which on the Kentucky side and for
two-thirds of the distance across the river is at the
level of extreme low water. It then drops
abruptly about six feet, maintaining that level
for the remaining distance.
The piers supporting the cantilever span, as
well as two other river piers are placed upon this
natural foundation, which was first excavated to
a depth of six feet. The five other piers were
built on pile foundations. The most interesting
part of the superstructure is the cantilever span
520 feet in length. The maximum anchorage
strain as calculated was 136,000 pounds at the end
of each truss and is taken up by a 6x1),-- inch steel
eye bar passing 20 feet into the masonry and fas-
tened to a box girder 7 feet square and 2 feet
deep.
The wrought iron used in the structure was re-
quired to have 26,000 pounds minimum limit of
elasticity per square inch; the tension pieces
having an ultimate strength of at least 50,000
pounds per square inch at a minimum elongation
of 18 per cent. The steel used was to be made
either by the Bessemer or open-hearth process and
was classed as A and B. Class A was used in the
construction of all spans with the exception of
the Ludlow street span, 108 feet long, and the via-
duct trestle legs and floor systems of all the others.
The three-quarter-inch round test pieces of this
material showed an ultimate strength of from
62,000 to 70,000 poundi per square inch, with
elongation of more than 22 per cent. in 8 inches.
The time employed in the construction of this
bridge was about fourteen months; a much longer
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time than was originally intended, owing to the
almost unprecedented fluctuation of the river,
which greatly interfered with the erection of the
piers.
THE ALASKAN BOUNDARY.
The recent departure of Mr. S. B. Tinsley, '92,
for Alaska, to accept a position with the United
States Coast and Geodetic Survey in connection
with a survey of the boundary between Alaska
and the northwestern British possessions, suggests
that a short account of this boundary dispute
might not be uninteresting. When the purchase
was made from Russia the treaty stipulated that
the boundary between southeastern Ala'ska and
British Columbia should extend in a southeasterly
direction, following a range of mountains, which
was supposed to run along the coast, provided
this range was within thirty miles of the shore;
if not, it should keep everywhere thirty miles
from the shore. Now this mountain range was
found to be a myth, and as the coast in this region
is very much broken and indented with bays and
fiords, so, as soon as the country became worth
disputing about it was discovered that two inter-
pretations might be put upon this clause in the
treaty. First, that the coast line should follow, ac-
curately, at thirty miles distance, every indenta-
tion of the shore line; and second, that a certain av-
erage shore line should be assumed, which should
cut right across all of the smaller bays and inlets
and that the boundary line should be thirty miles
back of this. It is easily understood that the
first is the view held by the United States, and
the second, the one by Canada. The dispute as-
sumes greater importance when it is considered
that almost all that is at present valuable in our
Alaskan possessions—some of the richest gold
mines in the world, etc.—lies in this narrow strip,
and that much of it would be lost to us if the
claim made by Canada were granted.
Both Canada and the United States will send
parties into the field this summer, and even then
another summer's work will probably be required.
The United States party consists of forty civilians,
[astronomers, topographers, etc.,] divided into a
number of separate field parties; four or five yes-
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sels and their complement of officers and seamen;
and camp hands, altogether about three hundred
men. They will return in October, that being as
late as work can be satisfactorily carried on in
that high latitude. Besides Mr. Tinsley, George
R. Putnam, R. P. I., '90, is with one of the parties
as astronomer. It is to be hoped that the TECH-




a Little Mistress Sans-Merce 
h Casey's Table D'Hote 
c Our Two Opinions  
Mr. Field.
a Judge March Carries Home a Present
to
b Presentation Ceremonies 
}His Son  Mr Cable.
a Little Boy Blue 
b The Conversazzhyony 
a Raoul Innerarity Exhibits his First Paint-
ing 
b Raoul Innerarity gets Married and
"Doesn't Care" 
c Mr. Cable will here give a Creole Song, if
Vociferously Invited 
a A Dutch Lullaby 
}b Uhland's Three Cavaliers  Mr. Field.
c Father's Way. 
a Courtship scene. The Widow Riley
changes Her name 
b Narcisse announces the death of Lady By- Mr. Cable.
ron
c A Sound of Drums
Mr. Field.
Mr. Cable.
Owing to the exhaustion of the audience, Mr. Cable
will not give another Creole Song unless vociferously in-
vited.
The audience which, as Mr. Cable expressed it,
"assisted at the obsequies," an outline of which
is given above, was, unfortunately, quite small,
and moreover, it was made up almost entirely of
city people, a fact which speaks very unfavorably
for the college pride and enthusiasm of the aver-
age Poly. But as to the "obsequies" themselves,
one could almost look forward to death with
pleasure, if one could hope that one's own demise
would be attended with as much pleasure for the
lookers-on as was that on Monday evening.
Mr. Cable was best in his Creole work, and his
Creole songs were quaint and pretty. Some of
his descriptive passages introducing the dialogue
were rather long, and would have been tedious if
they had not been—delightful. Mr. Field's read-
ing of "Little Mistress Sans-Merci " and "Little
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Boy Blue" maintained the good impression which
they had already made when seen in print, and
Mr. Field seemed best in "The Conversazzhyony,"
and the selection given as an encore, "Mr. Bil-
lings of Louisville Touched Me For Ten," which
seemed to awaken responsive chords in the breasts
of several Terre Haute young men present. It
is to be regretted that the affair was not more of
a financial success.
A SUGGESTION FOR COMMENCEMENT.
In view of the facts that the Senior class is very
desirous of changing the character of the com-
mencement exercises, to the extent of substitut-
ing an address for the reading of theses, and that
the faculty, as evidenced by its refusing to grant
the petition of the Seniors, is just as strongly op-
posed to this change, it would appear that the
compromise suggested by one interested in the
college would be well worth considering. The
idea is to give both the students and the speaker
a place on the program. Let one or possibly two
students be selected by the class to prepare an
abstract of the thesis work of the whole class.
The reading of this need not occupy more than
fifteen or twenty minutes, and it will serve not
only to show what the class has done, but also to
satisfy that portion of the audience which came
simply to see and hear the students themselves.
Let this be followed by an address by some well-
known man, of such character as to be appre-
ciated by both graduates and listeners. The pre-
sentation of diplomas could then follow as usual.
The plan seems worthy of consideration and trial.
There are many veteran commencement. goers in
Terre Haute, and the feeling of being actually in-
terested in the exercises of a Polytechnic com-
mencement would certainly be to them a novel,
and, one should suppose, a pleasant sensation.
ST. LOUIS boasts of one of the largest electric
central stations in the world. It has 19 boilers,
more than 5000 horse-power of engines and dyna-
mos, and consumes nearly 100 tons of coal per
day. The dynamos are locat6c1 on the third floor
of the main building, where no less than 75 of
these machines may be seen at work in a single
room. The switchboard is 60 feet long. The
area of the district served from this station is 50
square miles, within which are 2,100 municipal
street lamps, supplied through 532 miles of wire.
There are, besides these, 1,500 commercial lamps,
with 240 miles of wire, making an aggregate of
3,600 arc lamps. From the same station an area
of 30 square miles is supplied by the alternating
system with 20,000 incandescent lamps of 16 can-
dle-power each, some of which are over 12 miles
distant. Finally there are 20 miles of wire in the
power circuits, to which thus far about 250 horse-
power of small motors have been attached, work-
ing at a potential of 500 volts. All the wires are
overhead.—Engineering Magazine.
PROF. WICKERSHAM, in behalf of the Seniors,
has succeeded in having a decided change made
in the arrangement of " thesis " time. The fol-
lowing notice has been posted:
"Senior examinations will take place during
the week beginning May 15th. Thesis work dur-
ing the three weeks beginning May 22nd. Theses
will be handed to the president, in pen draft, by
June 1st, after which any or all engaged upon
thesis work will hold themselves in readiness to
be examined upon their thesis work in case the
examining committee desire it; satisfactory
standing in such examination to be required be-
fore the degree will be granted."
The Seniors have welcomed the change with
great satisfaction. The old arrangement, in which
one week in each month was devoted to thesis
work, was a source of great annoyance both to the
students and the professors. With the present
arrangement much more work can be done, for it
can proceed uninterruptedly until it be finished.
DIFFERENTIALS.
Merriman and ReQua have retired.
Professor Ames rides a ' Hickory" wheel.
The Freshman" Civils " have begun "pacing."
The orchestra were photographed last Saturday.
Already the Seniors have begun to have their
photos taken.
Beebe, '96, did not return till the second week
of this term.
It is quite probable that there will be no Senior
emblem this year.
Quite a number of the boys are to be in the
" Pinafore " chorus.
Earl Layman, ex-'94, has entered Indiana Uni-
versity for a special course.
The orchestra will play at the High School
concert, Friday, April 21st.
The new drawing tables for the Machine Design
room are being slowly finished.
The Freshman " Civils " think that they are
obliged to spend too much time in the shops.
Messrs. Waite and Hunt each photographed the
interior of St. Stephen's Church, as it was decorated
for Easter.
The orchestra has become wonderfully popular,
having been asked to play at no less than three
concerts recently.
Brown, formerly of '93, has been compelled to
leave Rensellaer on account of a paralytic stroke,
but is now better.
The model bridge which Moth and Johannesen
have been building has been completed and a very
pretty thing it is, too.
Prof. Howe has been making some tests on the
crushing strength of some samples of marble sent
from Marshalltown, Ia.
Professor Ames has been unable to meet his
classes during the past two weeks owing to the
illness of his little daughter.
The athletic directors have an unusual amount
of business to do and there is much satisfaction
in knowing that it is being done.
A brilliant Sophomore remarked, after the en-
tertainment the other night, that history repeats
itself, "Field had laid out Cable again."
Tennis players will please remember that though
they can often "love forty," they can not, on the
authority of the bill boards, "marry three."
President and Mrs. Eddy were called to Massa-
chusetts, during vacation, owing to the death of
a relative. Mrs. Eddy has not yet returned.
The Poly can not boast of any student as bril-
liant as the Normalite who made the statement
that the cerebellum was "a bone in the head."
Part of the orchestra have been asked to play in
" Pinafore " which is to be given at the opera
house by the Congregationalists some time in May.
AT A QUIZ.
As I sit me down to write,
I wish that I were twice as bright.
And if, perchance, I fail to flunk,
I then won't fail to get quite 
McCulloch, '94, succeeded in mutilating his right
hand while behind the bat recently to such an
extent that he will be compelled to forego the
pleasures of base ball for several weeks.
In a recent letter, E. P. Coleman, a popular ex-
Poly of '93, says that he is busily engaged with
his regular work at Leland Stanford, Jr., Univer-
sity, and sends regards to his former acquaintances.
The Junior civils are doing some drawing work
under Professor Ames. The Junior M. E's. have
dropped three hours' drawing and have instead,
one lecture per week in electricity under Professor
Gray.
There is a report that Lamed, of Cornell, who
holds the intercollegiate tennis championship of
the United States and ranks as the third best
player in the country, will follow a course of study
at Rose.
No button yet—and here lots of us are patiently
delaying the ordering of our spring outfit, in order
to run no risk of getting anything which will not
harmonize with the button. [Written earlier in
the season.]
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The regular monthly reception of President and
Mrs. Eddy was postponed on account of the ab-
sence of Mrs. Eddy from the city.
Some people say that the orchestra furnished
the best number at the " Eaton " concert. They
played Rubenstein's Melodie in "F."
0 that some kind friend would give to the In-
stitute enough money to fix up the chapel in de-
cent shape! Perhaps then we might not be
ashamed to invite our friends to come to the com-
mencement exercises.
An enterprising Junior is quite proud of the
fact that he can give 7 to fifteen places, but there
is a certain boarding-housekeeper who is far ahead
of him, for she gives 7r to at least thirty places,
without any provocation whatever.
The contract for the new grand. stand has a time
limit, with a forfeit of $10 a day for every day taken
over the time—and the officers of the athletic as-
sociation are praying for anything from a tornado
to the removal of the tax on whiskey, which will so
delay the contractor as to put a couple of hundred
dollars into the treasury of the A. A.
Has any one noticed the graceful abandon with
which the new trees have been planted on the
campus? They are put in squares and rectangles,
with mathematical accuracy, and the result is
about as graceful as a Checker-board.
H. M. Meadows, who entered with '94, and left
at the end of the second term of the Freshman
year to go west on some government surveying
work, has returned and entered '96. He will be a
great addition to the ranks of the Freshmen.
To the old friends of the Institute, it will be
pleasant to learn that Mr. A. L. McRae, who was
here in connection with the U. S. Signal Service,
is to be married in June. He is Professor of Phys-
ics at the State School of Mines, Rolla, Mo.
Now, wouldn't it be a much more logical ar-
rangement, if, during the wintry months ofJanu-
ary, February and March the Juniors could be
warming themselves up over Tait's "Heat," and
during the spring term, when things are warm
enough anyhow, could be toying with the cool-
ing, exhilarating subjects of Sound and Light?
Let the faculty consider the matter.
THE COLLEGE WORLD.
The University of Chicago has established a
course in journalism. A writer in the University
News gives the following outline of the plan:
Critical comparative essays will be called for
from members of the class on the subject of the
differences between journals, their respective
points of relative superiority or inferiority, their
respective tones and standards—this, as among
the representatives of the American daily and
weekly press, alike the political, the literary, the
religious (the same as among the representatives
of the British press) ; and then, besides, essays
bringing into critical comparison the journalism
of the United States considered as a whole, and
that of Great Britain, with some notice also intro-
duced of the French newspaper and the German.
The manager of the Tufts College Glee Club
has received an offer for a London engagement for
the summer vacation. The offer guarantees pas-
sage both ways, board and lodging and a small
salary for each member. The Club will appear at
one or more of the London musical halls, at the
principal clubs, at receptions and at teas. Besides
these the English manager promises every pros-
pect that the Club will appear before the queen at
Windsor or Balmoral.—The W. P. I.
The Senior class of Cornell will not wear the
cap and gown at the commencement exercises
this year.
The West Point Cadets will cap two or three
weeks at the World's Fair next summer.
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With the exception of Carlisle, all of Cleveland's
cabinet are college graduates. The following col-
leges are represented: Gresham, Bloomington
University; Lamont and Morton, Union College,
Schenectady, N. Y.; Smith, Union, of Georgia;
Olney, Brown, '56; Herbert, University of Vir-
ginia; Bissell, Yale.
There are eight college dailies in the United
States, one tri-weekly, two semi-weekly, fifty bi-
weekly, forty-four weekly, two hundred and eighty-
eight monthlies, with over one hundred bi-month-
lies, quarterlies, etc.—Palo- Alto.
In Latin and Greek
He was quick as a streak;
In dress he was foppish and tony
The latter was due to his being an ass,
The former was due to his pony.
—Harvard Lampoon.
A "Cornell Club" has been organized at St.
Louis. The membership is limited to Alumni
and those who have been at any time students
at Cornell for more than a year. There are at
present about twenty-five members.
The members of the Alumni of Washington
University are discussing the question of moving
the University either to some place well within
the city of St. Louis or to grounds within a radius
of ten miles from the city.
in modern days a maiden sweet,
In manner sinful, clearly,
Will write a note with fibs replete
And sign it "Yours sincerely."
—Columbia Spectator.
The Sargent prize of $500, for the best transla_
tion of an Horatian ode by a student of Harvard,
was won this year by Miss Margaret F. Herrick, of
the Harvard Annex.
Dr. Judson, Dean .of Chicago University, has
been secured b) the Senior class of Earlham Col-
lege to speak at commencement instead of the
usual class orations.
Senator Stanford has recently made provision
for the appointment of a professor of electrical en-
gineering and for the equipment of a laboratory.
The New England Intercollegiate Association
has stricken from the list the tug-of-war and the
running and standing broad jump.
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I tied, the laces of her shoe,
By bending reverently low;
Then, lest they should again undo,
I knotted bard the double bow.
'Tis this I humbly beg to know—
Why, when another dance was through,
Another man was bending so
To tie the laces of that shoe?
—Williams Weekly.
The legislature of Michigan has denied the stu-
dents of Ann Arbor the right to vote owing to
the fact that the students elected some of their
own number as town officers.
The faculty of Princeton have officially thanked
the student committee who conducted the inves-
tigations into the cases of cheating in the last ex-
aminations.
On account of alleged gambling among the stu-
dents, the faculty of the University of Kentucky
has forbidden all college sports.
The boat-crew of Cambridge, England, has ac-
cepted the challenge of Cornell. The race will
take place at the World's Fair.
Professor Nathan Abbott, of the Northwestern
University, has been tendered the position of Pro-
fessor of Law at Stanford.
The Yale Infirmary, designed for the use of sick
students, has been opened. There are accomoda-
tions for forty patients.
The Sophomore Civils of Washington Univer-
sity will do the summer surveying work this
year at La Porte, Ind.
William J. Tucker, I). D., of the Andover The-
ological Seminary, has been elected president of
Dartmouth College.
It is said that some of the Freshmen at Stan-
ford spend their spare time at the juvenile game
of marbles.
The University of Virginia has received $60,000
with which to endow a chair of English literature.
The Oxford-Cambridge boat race on March 22
was won by Oxford by two and a half lengths.
Tuition for the University of Pennsylvania Law
School has been raised from $100 to $150.
Cornell numbers among her post-graduates,
men from sixty different institutions.
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ACCORDING TO THE NEW STAMPS.
ONE CENT.
Columbus feared this climate,
And not wishing to be queered,
He came to view the country,
Without a sign of beard.
TWO CENT.
But lo! two hours later,
When he sprang upon the land,
The wind blew through his whiskers,
Like a model German band.
—The Sequoia.
Leland Stanford U.niversity has been presented
with a collection of shells, marine plants and ferns.
The collection is valued at $25,000.
HIS LETTER.
"DEAR FATIIER :
Please excuse," he wrote,
"The hurried shortness of this note;
But studies so demand attention,
That I have barely time to mention
That I am well, and add that I
Lack funds; please send me some. Goodbye.
Your loving son."
He signed his name
And hastened to—the base-ball game.—E.r.
F. A. C. Perrein, Princeton, '83, has been elected
Professor of Electrical Engineering at Stanford.
Harvard has nine thousand square feet of floor
space at the World's Fair.
NEW THINGS
In men's furnishings now for Spring trade. Remember we handle first class
goods at moderate prices. Call and see us whether you wish to purchase
or not.
James _Hunter & Co.,
523 MAIN STREET.
BICYCLE HEADQUARTERS!





Made from pure liquified carbonic acid gas and the finest fruit syrups, has become famous.
Lovers of good soda water always find their way to Baur's Drug Store where they are sure
of getting it served up just right.
Huyler's Candy received fresh twice a week.
